Scientific Elites and Scientific Illiterates

by David L. Goodstein

Is American science
education like
mining? Here Georgius Agricola iIIus·
trates the process of
mining and sifting
copper ore in the
Carpathians in De He
Metallica, 1556.

Scientific papers often begin by posing a
paradox, even if it is one that had nOt previously
seemed particularl y d isturbing. Having posed
the paradox, the author then proceeds to resolve
it. At first glance, we don't seem to make muc h
progress that way. A paradox that was previously
unnoticed is now no longer unexplained. Such
exercises, however, can sometimes be useful. For
example, Albert EinStein's famous 1905 paper
introducing the theory of relativity was very
much of this form. He began by pointing our
that when a magnet induces an electric current in
a loop of wire, we attribute that effect ro entirely
different causes depending on whether the magnet or the wire is in motion. Finding th is paradox intolerable, he proceeded to resolve it, g ivi ng
new meanings ro time and space along the way.
Today, with my custOmary modesry, 1 would
like to follow in Albert's bicycle tracks and begin
this talk by posing a paradox. The paradox is
that we, here in tbe United States today, have the
finest scientists in the world, and we also have the
worSt science education in the world, or at least
in the industrialized world. American scientists,
trained in American graduate schools, produced
more Nobel Prizes, more scientific ci tadons,
more of JUSt about anything you care to measu re,
than any Other country in the world; maybe more
than rhe rest of the world combined, Yet, Students in American schools consistently rank at
the bottom of all those from advanced nations in
testS of scientific knowledge; and furthermore
roughly 95 percent of the American public is
consiStently found to be scientifically illiterate by
any ra[ional Standard. How can we possibly have

How can our
miserable system
of education have
produced such a
brilliant community of scientists?

atrived at such a result? How can OUf miserable
system of education have produced such a brilliant community of scientists? 1 would li ke to
refer to this si tuat ion as the Paradox of the
Scientific Elites and the Scientific Il literates.
In my view, chese tWO seemi ngly contradiccory
observations are both true, and they are closely
related to one another. We have created a kind
of feudal aristocracy in American science, where
a privileged few hold court, while rhe roiling
masses huddle in darkness, metaphorically
speaking, of course. Bue I think inexorable
historic forces are at work that have already
begun to bring those cond itions ro an end-not
that lig ht will be brought to the masses necessarily, bur that OilY days at court are clearl y numbered. To underStand all this, and before we get
more deeply mired in dubious metaphors, it may
help CO go back CO the beginning. I mean
literally The Beginning .
In modern cosmology, the accepted [heory of
the beginning of the universe goes something
like this: at a certai n instant around 10--15 billion years ago, the universe was created-in a
cataclysmic event called [he Big Bang. It has
been expanding uniform ly evet since. What we
do not know is whether the density of matter in
the universe is great enough to reverse that
expansion eventually, causi ng (he universe to
slow down, come co a scop, and then finally f.1l1
back upon itself. If that does happen, rhe
cosmologists are prepared with a name for the
final cataclysmic moment when the universe
ends. Ir will be known as the Big Crunch.
I would like co offer a somewhat analogous
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The number of
founded scientific
journals plotted as a
function of year grew
at an exponential rate
between 1750 and
1950, leading to a
somewhat tongue·in·
cheek prediction of a
million journals for a
scientist to consume
by the year 2000.
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theory of the history of science. According to this
theory, science began in a cataclysmic event
sometime around the year 1700. (The publication of Newton's Principia in 1687 is a good candidate for the actual event.) It then proceeded to
expand at a smooth, continuous exponential rate
for nearly 300 years. Unlike the universe, however, science did not expand into nothing at all.
Instead, the expansion must come to an end when
science reaches the natural limits imposed on it
by the system it was born into, which is called
the Human Race.
I don't mean that scientific knowledge is limited by the human race; in fact, I don't think
scientific knowledge is limited at all, and I hope
it will go on expanding forever. What I'm talking about here is what you might call the profession of science, or the business of science. It is
my opinion that the size of the scientific enterprise, which began its exponential expansion
around 1700, has now begun to reach the limits
imposed on it by the size of the human race.
Thus, the expansion of science is now in the
process of ending, not in a Big Crunch, but in
something much more like a whimper, that may
or may not leave some residue of science still
existing when it is all over.
I think that the beginning of the end of the
exponential expansion era ofscience occurred, in
the United States at least, around the year 1970.
Most people, scientists and otherwise, are unaware that it is coming to an end (in fact, they
probably never knew it existed) and are still trying to maintain a social structure of science (by
which I mean research, education, funding, institutions and so on) that is based on the unexamined assumption that the future will be just like
the past. Since that is impossible, I believe, we
have some very interesting times ahead of us. I
would like to explain why I believe all this, and
what we might try to do about it.
The graph at left is borrowed from a book
called Little Science, Big Science by Derek da SolI a
Price. Price may be identified as the Edwin
Hubble of the expansion of science. (Hubble
discovered the expansion of the universe.) The
figure, a plot of the number of scientific journals
founded, worldwide, as a function of year, is a
suitable stand-in for any other quantitative measure of the size of science. It shows that the cumulative number of journals founded increased
by a factor of 10 about every 50 years, from 1750
to 1950. This. is a different, faster kind of growth
than a free expansion like that of the universe.
Here the rate of growth of the system keeps increasing as the size of the system increases. In
other words, the bigger it is, the faster it grows.

It is a simple
mathematical
fact that if
scientists keep
multiplying faster
than people, there
will soon be more
scientists than
there are people.

The author during the
Golden Age of 1962.

Anyone observing this so-called exponential
curve would conclude that science was born
(roug hly) in [he year 1700 , and [hac a million
journals would have been found ed by the year
2000. Price, who poimed our this phenomenon
in the earl y 19605, was clever enough [Q know
that neidler of these concl usions would be
correcc. On the one hand , bmh scientific knowledge and the sciemi fic enterprise have ro()[S that
stretch all the way back to anriq uity, and on the
other hand the nwnber of scient ifi c journals in
the world tcxlay, as we approach the year 2000, is
a mere 40,000. This sorry failu[e of [he publishing industry to keep lip with our expectations
often leaves LIS scientists with nothing [Q read
by the time we reach the end of the week.
T he point is that the ent of exponential g rowth
in science is alread y over. The number of journals
is one measure, but all others tend [Q ag ree. In
panicular, it applies to the number of scientists
around . Ie is pcobably seili [rue [hac 90 percem
of all the scientists who have ever lived are alive
today, and that statement has been true at any
g iven time for nearl y 300 years. But it cannot go
on being true for very much longer. Even with
the huge increase in world population in this
century, only about one-twemieth of all the
people who have ever lived are ali ve today. It is
a simple mathematical fact (hat if scientists keep
multipl ying faster than people, there will soon be
more scientists than there are people. That seems
very unlikely co happen.
I chink [he las[ 40 years in [he United Scates
have seen the end of the long era of exponential
g rowth and the beg inning of a new era we have

not yet beg un to imagine. These years wi ll be
seen in the future as the period in which science
began a dramati c and irreve rsible change into an
entirely new regi me. Let'S look back at what has
happened in [hose 40 yea rs in ligh[ of [his
historic transfo rmation.
The peri od 195 0-1970 was a [cue golden age
for American science. Young PhDs could choose
among excellent jobs, and anyone with a decent
scientific idea could be sure of getting funds ro
pursue it. The impressive successes of scientific
projects during World War II had paved [he way
for the federal government to assume responsibi lity for the support of basic research. Moreover,
much of the rest of the world was sti.ll crippled by
the aftereffects of the war. At the same time, the
G .!. Bill of Rig h[s sem a whole generation back
to college. The Ameri can academic enterprise
grew explosively, especially in science and
technology. Even so, that explosive g rowth was
merely a seamless continuat ion of th e exponential
growth of science [hac had dated back co 1700.
Ie seemed to one and all (with the notab le excep[ion of Derek da Solla Price) [hac these happy
conditions would go on forever.
By now, in the 1990s, the situation has
changed dramatically. With [he Cold W ar over,
national security is rapidl y losing its appe'J.I as
a means of generating support fo r scientific research. T o make matters worse, th e country
is $4 trill ion in debt, aod scient ifi c research is
among the few items of discretionary spending in
the nati onal budget. There is much wring ing of
hands about impending shortages of trained
scientific talent to ensure the nation's future
competitiveness, especially since by now other
countries have been rescored to economic and
scientific vi gor. But, in fact, jobs are scarce for
recent g raduates. The beSt Ameri can students
have proved their superiot abi li ties by read ing the
handwriting on the wal l and going intO other
lines of work . Half the students in American
g raduate schools in science and tec hnology are
from abroad.
Boeh peri ods, [he euphoric golden age,
1950-l 970, and [he beg inning of [he crunch,
1970- l 990, seemed a[ [he time [0 be [he
producr of spec ific temporary conditions rather
(han g rand histori c trends. In the earlier period,
the presti ge of science after helping win the war
created a mon ey pipeline from W ashington inco
the g reat research uni versities. At the same time,
[he G.!. Bill of Riglns transformed [he U nited
States from a nation of el ite hig her education to a
nation of mass hi g her educari on. Before the war,
about 8 percent of Ameri cans went to coUege, a
fig ure comparable to that in France or Eng land.
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N ow more than half of all Americans receive
some sore of post-secondary edu cation, and nearly

higher educa[ion has failed urreriy and complereIy in technology and science, where between 4

graduare school srarted co declioe around 1970,

and 5 percenr of rhe popularion can be idenrified
as science and technology professionals, and rhe

and it has been declining ever since.
In the meantime, yet one more surprising

a rhird will evenrually graduare from college. To

be sure, trus great and noble experiment in mass

rest may as well live in the pre-Newconian era.
Neve rtheless , the expanding academ ic world in

1950-1970 creared posrs for rhe exploding number of new science PhOs, whose research led {Q
the founding of journals,

to

the acqu isi tion of

prizes and awards, and co increases in every other
measure of rhe size and qualiry of science. Ar rhe
same time , many g reat American corporations

decided rhey needed

{Q

creare or expand their

spend a year or more of posrgraduare srudy here.
America has come co play rhe role for rhe resr of
t he world, especially the emerging nations of the

wou ld provide ideas for furure developmenrs.
And rhe federal government irself esrablished a

American scientists, and, it is sa id , that Greece

Pacific rim, thar Europe once played for young
once played for Rome. We have become rhe

network of excell enc national laboratOries that
also became the source of jobs and opportunities
for aspiring sc ientists. As we have already seen,
all this extraordinary activity merely resulted in a

primary source of scientific culture and learning
for everyone. A lmost unnoticed , over rhe past 20
years the missing American graduate students

20-year exrension in rhe U.S. of [he exponenrial

permitted the American research universities to

growth that had been quietly going on since

go on producing PhOs almosr as before.
Ir should be clear by now rhar wirh half rhe
kids in America already going to college, academic expansion is finished. Wirh rhe Cold War

CO

be rhe last 20 years, howeve[.

The expansionary era in the history of science
was about to come to an end, at least in America.

have been replaced by foreign srudenrs. This has

of scientiJic research, in inflation-corrected

over, competition in science can no longer be sold
as a matter of national survival. There are chose
who argue that research is essential for our economic future, but the managers of the economy
know better. The g reat corporations have decided that central research laborarories were nOt

dollars, doubled during that period, and, by no

such a good idea afrer all. Many of rhe national

AcruaJly, during the second period, 19701990, the expans ion of American sc ience did not
stOp altogether, but it did slow down sign ificant-

ly compared {Q whar might have been expecred
from Price's exponenrial curves. Federal funding

coincidence at all , the number of academic re-

laborarories have lost their missions and have not

searchers also doubled. Such a controlled rare of
gcowrh (conrrolled only by rhe available funding,

found new ones. The economy has graduall y

to

be sure) was not , however. consistent with the

lifestyle that academ ic researchers had evolved.
The average American professor in a research
university turns out about l 5 PhD students in
the course of a career. In a stable, steady-state

world of science, only one of rhose 15 can go on
to become another professor in a research univets ity . In a steady-state world, it is mathematically
obvious that the professor's only reproductive role
is co produce one professor fat the next genera-

tion. Bur rhe American PhD is basically rraining
to become a research professor. American stu-

dents, reali z ing that g raduate school had become
a tmining ground for a profess ion that no longer
offered much opportunity, started choos ing other
opt ions . The impact of this situation was ob-

scured somewhar by rhe growth of posrdoccoral
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phenomenon has raken place. The golden age
of American academ.i c science produced genu_ine
excellence in Am erican universities. Without
any doubt at all, we lead the world in scientific
training and research. It became necessary for
serious young scientists from everywhere else
either to obtrun an American PhD , or at lease co

central research laboratories co solve technolog ical
problems, and also co pursue basic research char

1700. It was

In a steady-state
world, it is
mathematically
obvious that the
professor's only
reproductive role
is to produce one
professor for the
next generation.

research posirions, a kind of holding rank for
scientific talent that allowed young researche rs to
delay confronting reality for three to six or more
years. Nevertheless, it is true that the number of
the best American srudents deciding to go to
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been transformed from manufacturing to service,
and service industries such as banking and insurance don't support much scientific research. Although each of these conditions appears to be
transient and temporary. they are really the
immediate symptoms of a large-scale historic
transformation. For us in the Un ited States, the
expansionary era of science has come to an end.
The future of American science will be very

differenr from rhe pase.
Ler's ger back now {Q rhe Paradox of Scientific
Elires and Scienrific llIi<erates. The question of
how we educate our young in science lies at the
heart of the issues we have been discussi ng. The
observation that for hundreds of years the number
of scientists had been growi ng exponentially
means, quite simp ly, that tbe rate at which we
produced scientists has always been proportional

I believe it is a
serious mistake to
think of our
system of education as a pipeline
leading to PhDs
..
.
In sczence or In
anything else.

R~pri nr"" w i,h pe rm i" ion from Sd",a. Copyrish t 1992 by t h~ Ame rican
fot the Advancement of Sci~nc~.

As;()~ia,i ,,,,

to the number of scienrisrs rhat already existed.
We have already seen how that process works at
the final stage of education, where each ptofessor
in a research university turns out 15 PhOs, most
of those wanting to become research professors
and turn out 15 more PhOs.
Recently, however, a vastly different picture
of science education has been put forth and has
come to be widely accepted. It is the metaphor of
the pipeline, illustrated above on the cover of an
issue of Science magazine from last November.
The idea is that our young people start out as a
torrent of enthusiastic, curious minds eager to
learn about the world, but as they pass through
the various grades of schooling, that eagerness
and curiosity is somehow squandered, fewer and
fewer of them showing any in terest in science,
until at the end of the line, nothing is left but a
mere trickle of Ph Os. (The artist for Science didn't
get the idea of a trickle quite right.) Thus, our
entire system of education is seen to be a leaky
pipeline, badly in need of repairs. As rhe cover of
Science indicates the leakage problem is seen as
particularly severe with regard to women and
minorities (even the "trickle" at the end is milky
whire), but the pipeline metaphor applies to all.
I'm not quite sure, but I think the pipeline metaphor came first out of th e National Science Foundation, which keeps careful track of science workforce statistics (at least that's where I first heard
it). As the NSF points out with particular urgency, women and minorities will make up the majority of our working people in future years. If
we don'r find a way to keep them in the pipeline, where will our future scientists come from?

I believe it is a serious mistake to think of our
system of education as a pipeline leading to PhDs
in science or in anything else. For one thing, if it
were a leaky pipeline, and it could be repaired,
then, as we've already seen, we would soon have a
flood of PhOs that we wouldn't know what to do
with. For another thing, producing PhDs is
simply not the purpose of our system of education. Its purpose instead is to produce citizens
capable of operating a J effersonian democracy,
and also if possible capable of contributing to
their own and to the collective economic we ll
being. To regard anyone who has achieved those
purposes as having leaked out of the pipeline is
worse than arrogant; it is silly. Finally, the picture doesn't work in the sense of a scientific
model: it doesn't make the right predictions . We
have already seen that, in the absence of external
constraints, the size of science grows exponentially. A pipeline, leaky or otherwise, would not
have that result. It would only produce scientists
in proportion to the flow of entering students.
I would like to propose a different and more
illuminating metaphor for science education. It
is more like a mining and sorting operation, designed to cast aside most of the mass of common
human debris, but at the same time to discover
and rescue diamonds in the rough, that are capable of being cleaned and cut and polished into
gli ttering gems, just like us, the existing scientists. It takes only a little reflection to see how
much more this model accounts for than the
pipeline does. It accounts for exponential
growth, since it takes scientists ro identify
prospective scientists. It accounts for the very
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Rather than a pipeline, science education could be co~
pared to a mining
and sorting operation,
separating from the
huge mass of ore
diamonds that can
be cleaned, cut, and
polished-into, say,
physicists. At far left
is the diamond treat·
ment plant at the
Auchas Mine in
Namibia.

Our colleagues
abroad can take
what scant mmfort they can find
in the promise
that our dilemmas m sCience
and education are
on the way, along
with Big Macs
and designer
Jeans.
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real problem thar women and minorities are
woefully underrepresented among scientists,
because it is hard for US white, male scientists
to perceive [hat once they are cleaned, CUt, and
polished rhey will look like us. Ie accoums for
[he fact thar science education is for the most parr
a dreary business, a burden co student and teacher
alike at all levels of American education, until [he
magic moment when a teacher recogn izes a potential peer, at which point it becomes exhi lara ting and sliccessfui. Above all, it resolves rhe
paradox of Scient ific Elites and Scientific 111irerarcs. It explains why we have the best sciencisrs
and the mOSt poorly educated students in rhe
world. It is because Ollf entire system of ed ucation is designed co produce precisely that result.
It is e'dSy co see the sorting operation at work
in the college physics classroom, where mOSt of
my own experience is centered, bur I believe it
works at all levels of education a nd in many other
subjects. From elementary school to graduate
school, from art and literature to chemistry and
physics, students and teachers with similar inclinations resonate with one another. The tendency
is narural and universal. But, if it is so universal,
you might ask, why is America so much worse off
than the rest of the world? The answer, I think,
is that in education and in science, as in fast food
and popular cu lture, America is nOt really worse
than the rest of the world; we are me rely a few
years ahead of the rest of the world. What we are
seeing here wil l happen eve ryw here soon enough.
Our colleagues abroad can take what scant comfort chey can find in the promise that our dilemmas in science and education are on the way,
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along with Big Macs and designer je-dns.
Getting back to America, the mining and
sorting operation that we call science education
begins in elementary school. Most elementary
school teachers are poorly prepared to present
even the si mplest lessons in scientific or mathematical subjects. In many places, elementary
education is the only college major rhat does nO[
require even a single science course, and it is said
that many students who choose that major do so
precisely to avoid having to take a course in science. To the extent that rhis is true, elementary
school teac hers are not merely ignorant of science,
they are preselected for their hostility to science,
and no doubt they transmit that hostility to their
pupils, especially young girls for whom elementary sc hool reachers muse he powerful role models.
Even those teachers who did have at least some
science in college are not Likely to be well prepared co reach rhe subjecr. Recenriy, I served on
a kind of visiting committee for one of the elite
campuses of the University of California, where
every student is required to have at least one
science course. The job of (he committee was to
determine how well this requjrement was
working. We discovered rhar 90 percene of (he
students in majors outside science and rechnology
were satisfyi ng the requ irement by raking a very
popular biology cou rse known informally as
"human sexuality." I don't doubt for an instant
that the course was valuable and interesting , and
may even have tempted the students to do
voluntary "hands on" experimentation on their
own time (a result we seldom achieve in physics).
Bu( I do nor rhink rhar such a course by irself

But we too have
rescued elitism
from the jaws of
democracy, in our
mperior graduate
schools,

offe rs sufficient training in scie nce for a un.iversity
grad uate at t he end of the 20th century. These
srudem s, some of whom wi II go on co become
educators, a.re themselves among rhe discards of
tbe science mining and soning operation.
In any case, rhe firs t StCp of rhe operation is
what might be called passive sort ing, since few
elementary sc hool pupils come into personal
con race with anyone who has scientifi c training.
Cenainly, we all know that many young people
decide that science is beyond th eir understanding
long before rhey have any way of knowi ng what
science is about. Still , a relatively small number
of students, usually those who sense instinctive ly
tha r th ey have unusual techn ical or mathematical
aptitudes, arrive at the next level of ed uca tion
with thei r interest in science still imacr.
The selection process becomc"'S more acrive
in high schooL Thete are about 22,000 high
schools in the United Scates, most of which offer
at least one cou rse in physics. Physics is my own
subj ecr, and I have had some influence on the
teaching of physics in American high schools
because a rema rkabl y large fraCtion of them use
"The Mechan ical Universe," a te levision teaching
project 1 directed some yea rs ago. Because I have
some first- hand know ledge about ph ysics in high
schools, I'll sti ck [Q t hat, although r suspect what
1 have to say applies to Other science subjecrs as
weU. Anyway, there are juSt a few thousand
trained hig h school physics teachers in the U.S.,
far fewe r than there are high schools. The majority of courses are taught by people who in college
majored in chem istry, biology, mathemat ics, or,
su rpri sing ly often, home econom ics, a subject
that has lost favor in recent years. I know from
personal co m an th at these a rc marvelous people,
often will ing ro work extraordinarily hard co
make themselves better teac hers of a subject they
never chose for themselves. My g reatest satisfaction from making "T he Mechanical Universe"
comes from the very substanti al number of th em
who have told me t hat I helped make t hei r careers successful. Thei r g reatest satisfaction comes
from-guess what?--discovering rhose di amonds
in rhe roug h that can be sent on ro college fo r
cutt ing and polishing into real physicists.
1 don 't thi nk I need co explai n what happens
in college and g radu ate school, b ut I'd like to
contribute a stOty of my own because J think it
helps co illustrate one of my main points. By f.1r
the best course I had in college was nOt in physics, but rather it was a required writing and literature course known as Freshnlan English. The
professor was m y hero, and I was utterly devoted
to him. He responded JUSt as you might expect:
he tried hard to talk me into quirring scie nce and

m ajoring in English . Nevertheless, the thoug ht
of actually doing tha t neve r crossed my mind. 1
knew perfectly well that if J we re ever goi ng to
make anything of myself. I was go ing to have to
suffer a lot more than I was doing in Freshman
Eng lish . Physics, J was aJ ready sure, would
provide the necessary suffering. The srory illustrates that we scientists are nor the only ones who
engage in mining and sorting. But the main
point is that for most of us in the academi c profession our real job is nO t education at all; it is
vocational training. W e arc nor really satisfied
with our handiwork unless it produces professional colleag ues. That is one of the characteri stics that may have co change in the coming brave
new world of pos texpansion science.
Ameri can ed ucat ion is much maligned, and of
course it suffers from severe problems that I need
nor go inro here.
evertheless, it was remarkabl y
well suited to the exponenti al expansion era of
science. Mass higher education, essentially an
American invention, means that we educate
nearl y everyone, rather poorly. The alternative
system, g radually g oing out of sty le in Europe
these days, is ro ed ucate a seleer few rarher we ll.
But we too have rescued elitism from the jaws of
democ mcy, in our superior graduate schools. O ur
students fi naJl y catch up with th ei r European
counterparts in about the second yea r of graduate
school (th is is true, at least, in physics), after
which they are second to none, When, after
about 1970, the gleaming gems ptoduced by
t his assembly line at the end of the mining and
sorting operation were no longer in such great
demand at home, the humm ing mach inery kept
ri g ht on go ing, fed by imported ore.
To those of us who are professors in research
universities, those fo reign grad uate students have,
temporari ly at least, rescued ou r way oflife. In
facr we are justl y proud t hat, in spi te of the abysmal sta re of American education in general, our
graduate sc hools are a beacon UntO the nations of
the world. The students who com e to join us in
our research are every bit as bright and eager as
the home-grow n types t hey have partiall y replaced, and they add energy and new ideas to our
work. H oweve r, th ere is another way of look ing
at all thi s. Grad uate stud ents in the sciences a re
often awarded teac hing assistants hi ps, for which
they may nor be wel l qua li fied beca use their
Eng lish is imperfect. In ge neral , throug h teaching or rese-Mch assistantships or fellowships, (hey
are paid sti pends, and their tuitions are either
waived or subsidized by the universities. Thus
ou r national and sta te governments find them selves supporting expensive research universities
tha t often serve undergraduates poorly (partly
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We must find a
radically different social structure to organize
research and
education in
sctence.
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because of those foreign teaching assistants) and
whose principal educational function at the
graduate level has become to train PhDs from
abroad. Some of these, when they graduate, stay
on in America, taking some of those few jobs still
available here, and others return to their homelands taking our knowledge and technology with
them to our present and future economic competitors. It doesn't take a genius to realize that our
state and federal governments are not going to
go on forever supporting this playground we
professors have created for ourselves.
To most of us professors, of course, science no
longer seems like a playground. Recently, Leon
Lederman, one of the leaders of American science,
published a pamphlet called Science-The End of
the Frontier. The title is a play on Science-The
Endless Frontier, the title of the 1940s report by
Vannevar Bush that led to the creation of the
National Science Foundation and helped launch
the golden age described above. Lederman's
point is that American science is being stifled by
the failure of the government to put enough
money into it. I confess to being the anonymous
Caltech professor quoted in one of Lederman's
sidebars to the effect that my main responsibility
is no longer to do science, but rather it's to feed
my graduate students' children. Lederman's
appeal was riot well received in Congress, where
it was pointed out that financial support for
science is not an entitlement program, nor in the
press, where the Washington Post had fun speculating about hungry children haunting the halls
of Caltech. Nevertheless, the problem Lederman
wrote about is very real and very painful to those
of us who find that our time, attention, and
energy are now consumed by raising funds rather
than doing research. Although Lederman would
certainly disagree with me, I firmly believe that
this problem cannot be solved by more government money. If federal support for basic research
were to be doubled (as many are calling for), the
result would be merely to tack on a few more
years of exponential expansion before we'd find
ourselves in exactly the same situation again.
Lederman has performed a valuable service in
promoting public debate of an issue that has
worried me for a long time (the remark he quoted
is one I made in 1979), but the issue itself is
really just a symptom of the larger fact that the
era of exponential expansion has come to an end.
The crises that face science are not limited to
jobs and research funds. Those are bad enough,
but they are just the beginning. Under stress
from those problems, other parts of the scientific
enterprise have started showing signs of distress.
One of the most essential is the matter of honesty
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and ethical behavior among scientists. The public and the scientific community have both been
shocked in recent years by an increasing number
of cases of fraud committed by scientists. There
is little doubt that the perpetrators in these cases
felt themselves under intense pressure to compete
for scarce resources, even by cheating if necessary.
As the pressure increases, this kind of dishonesty
is almost sure to become more common.
Other kinds of dishonesty will also become
more common. For example, peer review, one of
the ctucial pillars of the whole edifice, is in critical danger. Peer review is used by scientific
journals to decide which papers to publish, and
by granting agencies such as the National Science
Foundation to decide what research to support.
Journals in most cases and agencies in some cases
operate by sending manuscripts or research proposals to referees who are recognized experts on
the scientific issues in question, and whose identities will not be revealed to the authors of the
papers or proposals. Obviously, good decisions
on what research should be supported and what
results should be published are ctucial to the
proper functioning of science.
Peer review is usually quite a good way of
identifying valid science. Of course, a referee
will occasionally fail to appreciate a truly visionary or revolutionary idea, but by and large, peer
review works pretty well so long as scientific
validity is the only issue at stake. However, it is
not at all suited to arbitrate an intense competition for research funds or for editorial space in
prestigious journals. There are many reasons for
this, not the least being the fact that the referees
have an obvious conflict of interest, since they are
themselves competitors for the same resources. It
would take impossibly high ethical standards for
referees to avoid taking advantage of their privileged anonymity to advance their own interests,
but as time goes on, more and more referees have
their ethical standards eroded as a consequence of
having themselves been victimized by unfair
reviews when they were authors. Peer review is
thus one among many examples of practices that
were well suited to the time of exponential
expansion, but that will become increasingly
dysfunctional in the difficult future we face.
We must find a radically different social
structure to organize research and education in
science. That is not meant to be an exhortation.
It is meant to be simply a statement of a fact
known to be true with mathematical certainty, if
science is to survive at all. The new structure will
come about by evolution rather than design,
because, for one thing, neither I nor anyone else
has the faintest idea of what it will turn out to be.

Unfortunately,
we have never
developed a way
to bring people
along as informed
tourists of the vast
terrain we have
conquered, without training them
to become professional explorers.

The author as TV star
(liThe Mechanical
Universe") in 1982.

And, for another, even if we d id know where we
are go ing co end up, we scientists have never been
very good at g uiding Ollr own d esti ny. O nly rhi s
much is sure: rhe era of exponential expansion
will be replaced by an era of constrai nt. Because
it will be unplanned, rhe transition is likely [Q be
messy and pai nful for (he part ici pants. 10 (.1 Ct, it
already is. Ignoring rhe pain for the mo ment,
howeve r, I would like co look ahead and speculate
on some conditions (hat mus t be met if science is
to have a furore as well as a past.
f t seems to me that there are twO essential and
clearly li nked cond it ions to consider. One is that
there muSt be a broad political consensus char
pure research in bas ic science is a co mmon good
that must be supported from the public p urse.
The seco nd is that the mining and so rting
operati on J've d esc ribed must be di scarded and
replaced by genui ne ed ucation in science, not just
for the scientific elite, but fo r all the citizens who
must form that broad political consensus.
Basic research is a common good fo r tWO
reasons: it helps to satisfy the hUnlafl need to
understand the universe we inhabi t. and jt makes
new technologies possi ble. It must be supported
from t he public purse because it does not yield
proflts if it is supported privately. Because basic
research in science flomi shes only when it is fully
open to th e normal p rocesses of scient iflc debate
and chal lenge, the resul ts are availab le to all.
T hat 's why it is always more p rofi table to use
someone else's basic research than to support your
own. For most people it will also always be easier
to let someone else do the research . In other
words, not everyone wants to be a scienrist. But
to fulfill t he role of satisfying hum an curiosity,
which means something more than JUSt our own ,
we scientists must find a way to teach science to
nonscientists.
That job may turn oue to be impossible. Perhaps professional trai ning is the onl y possi ble way
to teach science. There was a time long ago when
self-taug ht amateurs could not only make a real
contribut ion to science, but could even become
g reat scientists. Benjamin Franklin and Michael
Faraday come to mind immediately. T hat day is
long gone. I get man uscri pts in t he mai l every
week (attracted, no doubt, by m y fame as a TV
star) from amateurs who have mad e so me g reat
di scovery that they want me to bring to the
attention of the scientifi c world. But they are
always nonse nse. The frontiers of science have
moved far from t he experience of ordi nary persons. U nfortunately, we have never developed a
way to bring people along as informed tourists
of the vast terrain we have conq uered, withou t
train ing (hem to become professional explorers.

If it rums out to be im possible to do that, people
may deci de thar rhe technolog ical trinkets we
se nd back from the fronti er are nOt enoug h to
justify supporti ng t he cos t of the expedi t ion.
I f that happens, science w ill nOt m erely StOp
expanding, it will d ie.
Tackling in a serious way the as-yet remote
task of bringing real education in science to all
American students wouJd have at least one
enormous advantage: it would give a lot of
scient ists something worthwh i Ie to do. O n the
or her hand, I' m not so sure th at ope ning our
territories to tOuri sm will bring unmi xed blessings down upon LIS. For example, would the
scientifically know ledgeable citizens of our
J effersonian repub lic th ink it worth $ l O billion
of p ublic funds to find out wha t quarks are made
of? 1 don't k now rhe answer to that question, but
I am reasonably sure that a scieoti.ficalJy literate
public would not have supported President
Reagan 's Star Wars program, w hich in its rurn,
did help for a while co support at least a small
parr of m y own research . In other words, keeping
the tOurists away has so me advantages t hat we
may have to g ive up.
Neverth eless, I' m willing to take th e gamble if
others are. I don't t hin k education is tb e sol ut ion
to all out problems, but it does seem like a good
p lace to Start. Besides, I reaUy don't know what
else we can do. L.J
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